
CASE STUDY:
Royal Priors Shopping Centre

No longer in the dark with ESL’s cost saving LED lighting system

THE BRIEF:

Based in the centre of Royal Leamington’s Spa, Royal Priors is
Leamington’s only indoor shopping centre. With its spacious
malls, Royal Priors provides a relaxed shopping environment
and an eclectic mix of big brand names, designer boutiques,
independent stores and cafes.

Energy consumption is a big concern for Sarah Jones, Centre
Operations Manager. It was her responsibility to find a solution
that would improve the lighting quality and functionality within
the service corridors and car park of the shopping centre; with
additional pressure of considerably reducing current energy
bills and maintenance costs within these designated area’s too.

To cope with the constant demand of deliveries a network of
service corridors run to the rear off all shops. These hidden
away corridors have no natural light but needed to be lit for as
long as the centre is open. There are long periods of time
however where the corridors are not in use and even less
activity on the evacuation staircases.

The second part of the project was to look at the carpark, the
lighting for this area needed to be flicker and shadow free and
low in maintenance offering customers a safe well lit
environment to park their cars.

THE SOLUTION:

ESL are well established in providing diverse lighting solutions
within the retail sector. It was paramount to provide the Royal

QUICK FACTS:
Service Corridors
 92%  Energy Saving
 Payback 1.96 Years 
 Carbon Saving 31 tons 

per annum

Car Park Corridors
 69% Energy Saving
 Payback 1.96 Years
 Carbon Saving 31 tons 

per annum

General
 All products come 

with 5 year warranty
 All Products come 

with 50,000 hour life 
expectancy

www.energysavinglighting.org
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Priors shopping centre with a safe, good quality
lighting solution that was energy saving with minimal
maintenance. Our experienced team observed the
use of the environment and offered a dimmable LED
lighting system in the service corridors to cut down
wasted usage of lights and energy compared to the
‘always on’ existing florescent lights.

To achieve this we installed the FLUX LED OVARA
LED tubes with integrated microwave sensors which
provide ambient light by dimming to 10% output when
there is no activity in the immediate area. When
movement is detected they instantly return to full
brightness in the area where it is required. As a
retrofit installation, retaining the existing fitting and
negating the requirement for standalone sensors or
alteration of existing cabling, it is also a highly cost
effective solution.

In the carpark the existing fittings were retained but
the existing 1500mm tubes were replaced with the
FLUX OVARA standard LED non-dimming tubes.
They offer a clear, flicker free environment with a
clear consistent lighting colour. The lights came with
a 5 year warranty and over 50,000 hours of life
expectancy to drive down maintenance costs.

THE RESULT:

The Royal Priors shopping centre were absolutely
delighted with the comprehensive solution and swift
installation that the ESL team supplied.

The results were almost instantaneous with a
payback period of less than 24 months with 92%
energy saving in the service corridors and the same
payback period of 24 months and a further 69%
energy saving in the car park.
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in association
with Flux LED

Our main concern 
for this project was the 
quality of lighting levels. 
We spoke with a previous 
client of ESLs for 
recommendations and 
advice. We are incredibly 
pleased with the results.

Sarah Jones
Operations Manager
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